




In early 2021 the St. Olave's Accessibility
Viability Committee was formed to
explore our options. A study was
commissioned by DesignABLE.  
Committee members carried out a range
of research and visited churches and
other buildings that have installed
elevators .
Several options were explored and
discussed with architects and other
consultants .
In 2022 the work was taken on as part of
the Building and Maintenance committee
with the support of Corporation .
This focused on reviewing options to
include an elevator within the building , 

Committee Work

We explored the simplest options
to the options that did the most 
Looked for synergies with other
projects and initiatives of the
church 
Looked for alignment with the
goals set out in the MAP work.   

Options



Lifts inside an Addition



Lifts inside an Addition



Lifts inside an Addition



Elevator opens
directly into nave
in place of stained

glass window

Stained glass window
would be relocated

Elevator opens in
basement into the alcove

Lifts inside an Addition



In church office on main floor,
opening into caretaker's office
in lower level. 
Far from parking lot and
therefore requiring a lot of
concrete path additions
Disrupts two existing office
spaces

In the narthex on main level, in
the parish hall on lower level
insufficient room

Options A & A2

Option B

Lifts within the building

In Chapel on main floor and into bathroom on lower level
Near parking lot door/main entrance
Requires relocation of chapel and modifications or relocation of kitchen

Option C

Main Floor



In Rector's office bathroom and
closet on main floor, opening
into bathroom on lower lever. 
Enters into a bottleneck on both
levels, very close to sanctuary 
organ blower runs through
Rector's office closet

In hallway outside Rector's office
(sink and bell) on main floor and
choir room on lower level
entry from parking lot, away
from main entries
enters into bottleneck

in Wardens' Vestry on main floor
and Hunger Patrol room on
lower level
far from main entrances
lower level bottleneck

Option D

Option E

Option F

Baptistry on main level, Addus office on lower level
far from main entrances
enters into nave

Option G

Basement 





Option C has the most “green” criteria 



Our recommendation - Option C





Main level - Chapel and Baptistry



The elevator would eliminate a bathroom 
on the lower level and make the kitchen
smaller. 

Possibility 1 and Possibility 2 show how the
lower level could be reorganized and
renovated to allow for a universal washroom,
a better kitchen and more space.

Lower level 




